
Year 4 Spring Homework – Island Life. 
Choose one of the activities for your homework each week and bring it to your teacher!  

Evidence of it should be in your homework book, this could be the task itself, pictures stuck in or even photographs of it. 

Research Writing Art DT  

What is the biggest and smallest 
island in the world? 

Use the internet or go to the 
library to find out and draw a 
picture of each. 

You’re stranded on an island and 
need rescuing!  

Write a message in a bottle, you 
could even decorate a bottle so it 
is noticeable.  

Create some art of an island 
sunset.  

You might want to include the sea, 
trees, the sun and anything else 
that inspires you.. 

Make a 3D island using recycling 
stuff around the house.  

You might want to use your design 
from the art challenge.  

How are islands made? 

Use the internet or go to the 
library to find out and make a 
poster!  

Write some instructions on how to 
build a raft.  

Do not forget to include what you 
need and how to do it.  

Create a treasure map of an island. 

Include where the treasure is 
hidden and other interesting 
landmarks. Maybe even some clues! 

Make a treasure chest and some 
treasure using recycling stuff 
around the house. 

Lots of islands are also volcanoes. 
How do volcanoes erupt?  

Use the internet or go to the 
library to find out and write a 
short paragraph to tell me. 

Write a newspaper article about 
how you survived on an island! 

Include a headline and lots of 
exciting information. 

Design your own island with 
anything you want on it!  

Make it as colourful as possible 
and include lots of different 
landmarks. 

Make an underwater scene using 
recycling stuff around the house. 

You might want to include 
mermaids, seaweed and treasure!  

The Mary Celeste was a ship that 
was found off the coast of an 
island in 1872.  

Find out more about it… it’s a 
mystery! 

Write a list of things you might 
need to survive on an island. 

Tell me why you would want them!  

Imagine the island you get 
stranded on is a portal to another 
world!  

What does it look like? Who lives 
on it?  

Draw it! 

Build a boat to escape your island 
on!  

How will you power it?  

What does it need to ensure it 
doesn’t sink? 


